
United Churches of Langley  

Reflections on Racism and White Privilege 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdMHJV1RBEA&list=PLCVAGfVfqWkXrYgHCi2TDFiy84e3YmY8s&index=7&t=0s 

June 14, 2020, 10:30am – Live Stream Worship 
 

 

Prelude: 'Let Your Whole Life Speak',   rEvolve  
  

All Are Welcome! – All Means All!     
 

Acknowledgment of First Nations Territories  
 

Call to Worship/ Lighting the Christ Candle  

Excerpt from The United Church of Canada A Song of Faith 
 

Singing the Bowl    
 

Song:   Great I Am     Steve Ducey  
 

Reading 2: Excerpt from A Song of Faith 
 

Singing the Bowl      
 

Song:   God Weeps    MV 78 
 

Reading 3:  Excerpt from Rev. Stephen Tickner   
 

Singing the Bowl   
 

Song:   Shanti Unto to All   Steve Ducey  
 

Reading 4:  Excerpt by Richard Rohr  
 

Singing the Bowl    
 

Sung Prayer:  Wait Along in Stillness    Steve Bell  

 

 

Reading 5:  Excerpt from President Jay Olson  
 

Singing the Bowl    
 

Invitation to Generosity   
 

Benediction Song Kindness     Steve Bell 
 

 

You are invited to join a scheduled Zoom meeting immediately 

following the service. 

Topic: Racism and White Privilege 

Time: Jun 14, 2020 11:15 AM Pacific Time  

Click to join the Zoom Gathering: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/3554542019 

 

If you are dialing in, you will only be able to hear the questions 

and answers to questions since we are using the Chat window 

on Zoom for participants. You can text questions to Sophia 778-

316-4780 as well if you are not able to use the Chat window. 

 

Dial in to listen from one of the following numbers: 

        +1 778 907 2071 Canada 

        +1 253 215 8782 US  

and then enter the meeting ID: 355 454 2019 

 

After the gathering, click here to make your offering: 
https://givepoint.com/unitedchurchesoflangley 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdMHJV1RBEA&list=PLCVAGfVfqWkXrYgHCi2TDFiy84e3YmY8s&index=7&t=0s
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/3554542019
https://givepoint.com/unitedchurchesoflangley


Hilde's Post on the UCoL Website: 

June 2, 2020 

A reflection on the burnings and looting in Minneapolis. 

 

Dear friends, 

 

This past Sunday we were reminded of the coming of the Holy 

Spirit. Reds, purples, yellows and oranges swirled around our 

Communion table reminding us of the colours of fire. Pentecost 

Fire, Holy Spirit and the beginnings of the Christian Church. The 

disciples had such optimism and hope of community, justice, 

compassion, peace and the presence of God.  

 

The Church must not be afraid of fire, even when that fire burns 

controversially as riots and looting.  Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

said, that ‘riots are the language of the unheard.’  We should be 

doing a great deal of listening right now. Perhaps this time, we 

will not fail to hear what people are saying through their pain.  

Perhaps this time, we will be able to listen and begin to make 

the changes that will finally root out the racial injustice that still 

infects too many areas of society.  The Church is not innocent; 

we have a shameful history even among the good we have 

done. The time is now! 

 

The death of George Floyd, was senseless and brutal. The world 

should be reacting. Yet violence directed at violence is nothing 

more than self-defeating and also harms our neighbours.  We 

must remove racism and hate from our hearts and replace it 

with a renewed desire for equality, respect and reverence for 

each and every human-being. Our changed behaviour is the 

vaccine for racism. 

 

  

 

Be part of the ‘heart-fire’ that continues to burn as United 

Churches of Langley.  We have work to do in this community, 

and we can only do it together. We may not be able to 

extinguish the fires of injustice burning in Minneapolis, but we 

have this small corner of the world needing care. Continue to 

care for one another. Care for God’s Creation. Lean into the 

heart of Jesus the Christ, whom we meet in our suffering 

neighbour. Stand beside each other against racism. Speak out. 

Be present with yourselves and your neighbours and give action 

to your prayers.  We are not alone! 

 

Deep Peace for your day. 

 

In service of the Christ, 

the Rev. Hilde J. Seal 

 

 

 

Full Readings Below: 
 

Excerpts of some of the readings below  

will be read during the Livestream Worship. 

 

Other readings below are here  

for your contemplation as we join together  

to reflect on Racism and White Privilege as a Community. 

 

 

  



Excerpts from The United Church of Canada A Song of Faith 

  

We sing of the Creator, 

  who made humans to live and move 

  and have their being in God. 

In and with God, 

  we can direct our lives toward right relationship 

  with each other and with God. 

We can discover our place as one strand in the web of life. 

We can grow in wisdom and compassion. 

We can recognize all people as kin. 

We can accept our mortality and finitude, not as a curse, 

  but as a challenge to make our lives and choices matter. 

  

Made in the image of God, 

we yearn for the fulfillment that is life in God. 

Yet we choose to turn away from God. 

We surrender ourselves to sin, 

  a disposition revealed in selfishness, cowardice, or apathy. 

Becoming bound and complacent 

  in a web of false desires and wrong choices, 

  we bring harm to ourselves and others. 

This brokenness in human life and community 

  is an outcome of sin. 

Sin is not only personal 

  but accumulates 

  to become habitual and systemic forms 

  of injustice, violence, and hatred. 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

We are all touched by this brokenness: 

  the rise of selfish individualism 

     that erodes human solidarity; 

  the concentration of wealth and power 

     without regard for the needs of all; 

  the toxins of religious and ethnic bigotry; 

  the degradation of the blessedness of human bodies 

     and human passions through sexual exploitation; 

  the delusion of unchecked progress and limitless growth 

  that threatens our home, the earth; 

  the covert despair that lulls many into numb complicity 

  with empires and systems of domination. 

We sing lament and repentance. 

  

Yet evil does not—cannot— 

  undermine or overcome the love of God. 

God forgives, 

  and calls all of us to confess our fears and failings 

  with honesty and humility. 

God reconciles, 

  and calls us to repent the part we have played 

  in damaging our world, ourselves, and each other. 

God transforms, 

  and calls us to protect the vulnerable, 

  to pray for deliverance from evil, 

  to work with God for the healing of the world, 

  that all might have abundant life. 

We sing of grace. 

  



Rev. Stephen Tickner on June 2, 2020   

 

It’s not enough to Not be racist,  

you have to be actively anti-racist 

 

I’m trying to productively express the rage and grief I feel inside 

myself and see in the people I love… 

 

It’s not enough to not be racist, you have to be actively anti-

racist. This is the basis of Ibram X. Kendi’s work and the work of 

so many more. It is a statement that continues to live in my spirit 

and I hope in others as well. It is a statement that will require a 

life-long effort. 

 

I have been on a decades long process of dismantling white 

supremacy within myself. It has taken outward forms of protest 

and activism and inward forms of study and self-examination. It 

has been self-righteous at times and too docile at others; painful 

at times and thrilling at others; quiet at times and incredibly 

loud at others. But through it all, I have found love, grace, and 

hard truths.  

 

Here are five realizations I have had along with my journey. I 

hope it sparks thoughts, self-analysis, and action… 

 

First, and the most basic, is that racism is not a feeling or a word. 

Racism is a system and structure that has 400 years of roots in 

the United States. I realized that white supremacy has been 

ingrained in me socially since the day I was born – from what I 

saw on television, to how I was taught history, to never having a 

teacher of color until I went to college. I recently noticed it in my 

current study of contemplation – 99% of the people I was 

listening to were white men, that’s problematic and wrong. Now 

amplify this to our legal system, housing system, education 

system, prison system, theological system (any system really) 

and a you start to see how dangerous our society is for non-

white people in the United States. The racist language and 

actions are the fruits of these roots… you can take away the 

obvious fruit of the tree. You can even chop down the tree. But, 

unless you pull the roots, they will always be working 

underneath the surface. 

 

Second, inner work is only part of the work. We have to be 

“actively anti-racist” and we have to be followers while being 

active. Sometimes this requires us to protest on the streets, 

sometimes this requires us to speak up when it’s difficult, 

sometimes it requires us to financially support movements 

doing the work to subvert systemic racism in our society, 

sometimes it is all of these at the same time.  

 

Whatever form of “action” we take, it must be done as followers 

and listeners of people of color leading the way. Often times we 

can unconsciously replicate the systems we are trying to fight 

because of its presence within us. And, we white people too 

often only want to be a part of something in which we take a 

lead. We need to step back and be followers for a change. The 

only exception I would say is if you are leading an anti-racist 

movement of fellow white people (which we need more of). 

Being actively anti-racist is more than just a social media post, 

we must find a way to be active every day. 

 

Third, white people will be your loudest critics. And it will hurt. 

And you will want to stop. But you must not. Often times it will 

come in the form of accusing you of “white guilt.” Or, it will 

come in calling you a communist, politically correct, or a sheep. 

Or, it will come in the form of denying what is true. Or, it will 

https://progressivechristianity.org/author/22006


come in the form of silent dismissal. As other people have said, 

the white supremacist system is not our fault (remember the 400 

years of roots) but it is our responsibility to dismantle. 

 

Fourth, we will mess up. We will say things that hurt 

unintentionally. We will not be as brave as we should be. We will 

not live up to being as anti-racist as we want to be all the time. 

We have to be both forgiving of ourselves and committed to 

changing. We have to understand that our change won’t happen 

overnight. So, if we say or do something offensive we must 

listen, apologize, analyze where it came from, and learn from it 

so we can change. The most important thing is that we are 

devoted to confronting the system within ourselves. 

 

Fifth, and finally, change what you are taking in. A good way to 

start is by noticing how white your world is (remember my story 

on contemplation? It also happened on my bibliography of my 

masters thesis in Biblical Studies). Be intentional about engaging 

with non-white authors, scholars, theologians, thinkers, speakers, 

etc. Also, be conscious about how many spaces you enter that 

are almost all white. Why is that? Finally, engage in personal 

conversation with non-white friends who are willing to engage 

with you about race. BIPOC people are hurting and tired. It is 

not their responsibility to have this conversation with you. But, it 

is very helpful when they are. You might be surprised by the 

experiences they have had that you know nothing about. 

 

I could go on and on but these are the basics of what I have 

learned. I am deeply grateful for the people in my life who have 

walked with me on this journey. To all my non-white family and 

friends I am sorry for the trauma and hurt you have had to 

endure and I thank you for the patience, love and grace you 

have shown me. 

If you would like to start this journey, here are a few resources… 

Me and White Supremacy by Layla F. Saad 

White Fragility by Robin D’Angelo 

How To Be an Antiracist by Ibram X. Kendi 

The Color of Law by Richard Rothstein 

 

About the Author 

Stephen has been proudly serving as Senior Pastor of Central 

Christian Church since January 2016. After receiving his Master’s 

of Divinity in 2013 from Union Theological Seminary in New 

York, he was ordained into the Christian Church (Disciples of 

Christ) by Park Avenue Christian Church in 2015 under the 

leadership of Rev. Dr. Alvin O’Neal Jackson. In addition to his 

work as Pastor at Central, Stephen also serves as chaplain at 

Wooster School, an Independent K-12 school in Danbury. 

Stephen is passionate about serving God through the radical 

love ethic of Christ. Being a strong believer in servant leadership, 

he strives to be one of God’s artists carefully sculpting a part of 

the beloved community. He is married to Bianca and has one 

daughter, Kayden Noelle. 

  



Richard Rohr's Daily Meditation 

The Unspoken Privilege of Being White 

Monday,  June 8, 2020 

 

For a long time, I naively hoped that racism was a thing of the 

past. Those of us who are white have a very hard time seeing 

that we constantly receive special treatment [because of social 

systems built to prioritize people with white skin]. This systemic 

“white privilege” makes it harder for us to recognize the 

experiences of people of color as valid and real when they speak 

of racial profiling, police brutality, discrimination in the 

workplace, continued segregation in schools, lack of access to 

housing, and on and on. This is not the experience of most white 

people, so how can it be true? Now, we are being shown how 

limited our vision is.  

 

Because we have never been on the other side, we largely do 

not recognize the structural access we enjoy, the trust we think 

we deserve, the assumption that we always belong and do not 

have to earn our belonging. All this we take for granted as 

normal. Only the outsider can spot these attitudes in us. [And we 

are quick to dismiss what is apparent to our neighbors who are 

Black, Indigenous, and People of Color [BIPOC] from their lived 

experience.] 

 

Of course, we all belong. There is no issue of more or less in the 

eyes of an Infinite God. Yet the ego believes the lie that there 

isn’t enough to go around and that for me to succeed or win, 

someone else must lose. And so we’ve greedily supported 

systems and governments that work to our own advantage at 

the expense of others, most often people of color or any highly 

visible difference. The advancement of the white person was too 

often at the cost of other people not advancing at all. A minor 

history course should make that rather clear. 

 

I would have never seen my own white privilege if I had not 

been forced outside of my dominant white culture by travel, by 

working in the jail, by hearing stories from counselees and, 

frankly, by making a complete fool of myself in so many social 

settings—most of which I had the freedom to avoid! 

 

Power [and privilege] never surrenders without a fight. If your 

entire life has been to live unquestioned in your position of 

power—a power that was culturally given to you, but you think 

you earned—there is almost no way you will give it up without 

major failure, suffering, humiliation, or defeat. As long as we 

really want to be on top and would take advantage of any 

privilege or short cut to get us there, we will never experience 

true “liberty, equality, fraternity” (revolutionary ideals that 

endure as mottos for France and Haiti). 

 

If God operates as me, God operates as “thee” too, and the 

playing field is utterly leveled forever. Like Jesus, Francis, Clare, 

and many other humble mystics, we then rush down instead of 

up. In the act of letting go and choosing to become servants, 

community can at last be possible. The illusory state of privilege 

just gets in the way of neighboring and basic human friendship. 

  



Pastoral Letter from President Jay Olson, June 8, 2020 

Pacific Mountain Region, The United Church of Canada 

 

BLACK  LIVES  MATTER!  YES, BLACK  LIVES  MATTER! 

I have been watching, listening, talking, reflecting and then 

watching, listening, talking and reflecting some more. All the 

while doing so with a broken heart and a bruised spirit for yet 

another family shattered by the violent death of a loved one 

because of anti-black racism, by privilege weaponised. As a 

white woman of faith, I have listened to protesters, world 

leaders, colleagues and friends all the while asking what must be 

done now and what must I do now to end racism.  
  

When I heard President Obama speak, a biblical passage sprang 

to mind. The context in the biblical story is, on the night Jesus 

was betrayed he was praying in the garden of Gethsemane and 

he had asked his friends to stay with him. ‘Then he came to the 

disciples and found them sleeping; and he said to Peter, “So, 

could you not stay awake with me one hour?”’ (Matt. 26:40)  
  

Everyone who is “awake” knows that anti-black racism is real not 

just in the USA but all around the world. Anti-black racism is real 

in Canada and in the Church, in our Church.  
  

People of faith including us in the Pacific Mountain Regional 

Council sit in the garden of crisis and terror and we must no 

longer fall back asleep immobilized while the Christ calls us to 

stay awake and be alert to what is happening and what needs to 

happen. 
  

President Obama said, “It’s a time to be awakened”. And then he 

added, speaking to people of colour, “You have communicated 

a sense of urgency…We have to both highlight a problem and 

make people in power uncomfortable but we also have to 

translate that into practical solutions and laws that can be 

implemented and we can monitor and make sure we’re 

following up on it… It’s very important for us to take this 

momentum that has been created as a society and as a country 

and say let’s use this to finally make an impact.” 
 

It is long past time for us, especially white people of faith, to 

wake up. It is not enough to sit immobilized in the garden of 

fear because we are overwhelmed by what needs to be done. 

Some say, this is more than we can handle. Some say, what 

about all this other work we are supposed to be doing? This is 

not about lifting up one group of people and excluding 

others.  It is about working at this time towards a deeper 

understanding of the power dynamics at work in society that 

make black people the targets of degradation and violence and 

then to dismantle those powers. It is time for us to be alert to 

the power dynamics at play in our Church and to redirect them 

toward equity and human dignity.  
 

To do this work will be really hard. The call from the garden is 

not just one more thing to add to the list of righteous things to 

do.  It is a call to be awake to what must be done and then to do 

it. It is a call to be the people of God especially in complex times 

of crisis. 
  

”He called the crowd with his disciples, and said to them, “If any 

want to become my followers, let them deny themselves and 

take up their cross and follow me. For those who want to save 

their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my sake, 

and for the sake of the gospel, will save it.”  Mark 8:34-35 
  

It is time that we the Church bear witness to the truth 

that BLACK LIVES MATTER.  

It is our work and it is time. God help us. 

The Rev. Jay Olson, President 

Pacific Mountain Region of The United Church of Canada        



Letter from the Executive Leadership of Pacific Mountain Region 

Dear Friend, sibling in Christ 

The Pacific Mountain Regional Council Executive, at an 

extraordinary meeting on June 10th, the 95th birthday of the 

United Church of Canada, gathered to recommit this Regional 

Council to the work of becoming an anti-racist Church.  

In that meeting we together lamented deeply over the truth that 

racism is real pervading our structures and communities. We 

reached for answers to what we must do next to dismantle 

structures and ways of being that dehumanize people based on 

race. Our talk with each other was uncomfortable and hard as 

we sought the right words to name our participation and 

privilege within those same structures.  

What we know to be true also is that anti-black racism and 

racism is real and continues in our societal structures and in our 

Church. What we know to be true is that we have not loved our 

neighbours as God commanded.  We lament the truth that we 

have fallen short of the glory of God. We are called to repent, to 

turn towards God’s way.  

Therefore we, the Pacific Mountain Regional Council, 

acknowledge that racism has existed and still exists in our 

structures, systems, and communities. 

We acknowledge that The United Church of Canada is actively 

working towards being an anti-racist church and progress is 

slow.  

As our expression of solidarity with Black, Indigenous, People of 

Colour and as a commitment to engage in developing processes 

that facilitate real change, we re-affirm that in the Pacific 

Mountain Regional Council Black Lives Matter and anti-black 

racism and racism will not be tolerated.  

We commit ourselves to developing policies, procedures and 

processes that embody this statement and to taking action to 

repent our white privilege and return to the hard work of 

becoming allies for the purpose of eliminating racism in all its 

forms wherever it is found.  

We commit ourselves anew to God’s command to love our 

neighbor. 

The Pacific Mountain Regional Council Executive will, in the next 

few weeks, begin a facilitated process of examining its own 

white privilege and the ways that privilege has influenced 

decisions and policies. The Executive will make changes and 

update the Regional Council membership. 

The work of becoming an anti-racist church is hard work and it 

is work that belongs to us all. It will require trust, prayer, faith, 

courage and deep commitment. It will take time to do well. Your 

Executive is committed to turning its words into meaningful 

action for such a time as this. 

Prayerfully, 

Jay Olson, President                         Blair Odney, President-Elect 

James (Jim) Angus                            Katherine Brittain 

Beverly Brown                                   Jenny Carter 

Anna Chambers                                Richard Chung 

Bob Fillier                                          Laura Hermakin 

Jake Highfield                                   Peter Jones 

Treena Duncan, Regional Executive Minister         

Mauricio Araujo, Assistant to the Executive Minister 



A letter from the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada 

The Anglican Church of Canada 

and The United Church of Canada 

 

The events taking place across North America in response to the 

murder of George Floyd have given all of us a stark reminder of 

the ongoing sin of racism in our communities. Centuries of 

anger at injustice and anti-Black racism are literally bursting into 

flames as people stand for political and cultural change to 

address these deep-seated systems that work to oppress so 

many members of our communities. Coupled with the death of 

Ahmaud Arbery, the threat against Christian Cooper who was 

participating in a park activity so many of us take for granted, 

and so many other day to day activities, we are reminded of the 

horrendous consequences of anti-Black racism again and again, 

depriving people of their safety, their freedom and their lives. 

 

We as church leaders, acknowledge the pain, frustrations and 

anger of our Black communities, and recognize that systemic 

anti-Black racism is prevalent in our context in Canada as well; in 

the streets of our communities, in the justice and policing 

systems, and in our congregations and parishes. It is important 

for church members in our largely white churches to look at how 

we continue to perpetuate anti-Black racism, either inadvertently 

or intentionally. 

 

George Floyd’s words, “I can’t breathe,” continue to ring in our 

ears; they act as a prophetic voice of the pain and re-

traumatization that is coming from peoples of African descent 

again and again. The voice is weary and tired. “We can’t breathe” 

is the collective chant of peoples of African descent, especially 

those in North America, as they continue to struggle against 

centuries of racism and systemic discrimination. 

We are hearing the same voice from ministers of African 

descent, particularly as they pastor predominantly white 

congregations. This voice is tired of violence towards Black lives. 

This voice is tired of the exclusion of people of African descent 

in our structures of leadership. This voice is tired of the 

emptiness that comes from supposed allies who aren’t willing to 

acknowledge their own privilege and responsibility. 

 

As Primate of the Anglican Church of Canada, The National 

Bishop of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada, and 

Moderator of The United Church of Canada we want to affirm 

our commitment to ending our silence about and working 

towards the dismantling of anti-Black racism. 

 

In March, we jointly released a letter in support of the 

International Decade for Peoples of African Descent, 

acknowledging the reality of racism in our institutions and 

committing ourselves to naming and working towards the 

eradication of anti-Black racism. We are inviting the members of 

our communities to join us in this commitment by visibly and 

concretely demonstrating the call for solidarity in the UN 

decade.  

 

Some suggestions are: 

• Reach out to a friend of African descent and listen to 

their story and how these events have affected them. This 

is also a good practice for primarily white congregations 

whose minister is African descent. 

• Conscientiously and prayerfully consider joining public 

expressions of solidarity towards seeking justice against 

anti-Black racism; 



• Read books and other materials on Black history in the 

Canadian context, the impact of anti-Black racism, and 

the reality of white privilege; 

• Research critical elements of Black legacy; 

• Engage with the artistic and cultural production of people 

of African descent, with a commitment to learn the 

history and context within these expressions. 

 

We call upon our members to join with us in this commitment. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

The Rev. Susan Johnson,  

National Bishop, Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada 

The Most Rev. Linda Nicholls,  

Primate, Anglican Church of Canada 

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Richard Bott, Moderator,  

The United Church of Canada 

 

  



My White Friend Asked Me on Facebook  

to Explain White Privilege. I Decided to Be Honest 

LORI LAKIN HUTCHERSON 

Original Article: SEP 8, 2017 

This article was originally published by Good Black News.  

It has been edited for YES! Magazine.  

© 2020 YES! MAGAZINE 

                      

“Trust me, nobody is mad at you for being white.  

Nobody.” 

 

Yesterday I was tagged in a post by an old high school friend 

asking me and a few others a very public, direct question about 

white privilege and racism. I feel compelled not only to publish 

his query, but also my response to it, as it may be a helpful 

discourse for more than just a few folks on Facebook. 

 

Here’s his post: 

 

To all of my Black or mixed race FB friends, I must profess a 

blissful ignorance of this “White Privilege” of which I’m 

apparently guilty of possessing. By not being able to fully put 

myself in the shoes of someone from a 

background/race/religion/gender/nationality/body type that 

differs from my own makes me part of the problem, according 

to what I’m now hearing. Despite my treating everyone with 

respect and humor my entire life (as far as I know), I’m somehow 

complicit in the misfortune of others. I’m not saying I’m 

colorblind, but whatever racism/sexism/other -ism my life 

experience has instilled in me stays within me, and is not 

manifested in the way I treat others (which is not the case with 

far too many, I know). 

 

So that I may be enlightened, can you please share with me 

some examples of institutional racism that have made an 

indelible mark upon you? If I am to understand this, I need 

people I know personally to show me how I’m missing what’s 

going on. Personal examples only. I’m not trying to be 

insensitive, I only want to understand (but not from the media). I 

apologize if this comes off as crass or offends anyone. 

 

Here’s my response: 

 

Hi, Jason. First off, I hope you don’t mind that I’ve quoted your 

post and made it part of mine. I think the heart of what you’ve 

asked of your friends of color is extremely important and I think 

my response needs much more space than as a reply on your 

feed. I truly thank you for wanting to understand what you are 

having a hard time understanding. Coincidentally, over the last 

few days I have been thinking about sharing some of the 

incidents of prejudice/racism I’ve experienced in my lifetime—in 

fact I just spoke with my sister Lesa about how to best do this 

yesterday—because I realized many of my friends—especially 

the white ones—have no idea what I’ve experienced/dealt with 

unless they were present (and aware) when it happened. There 

are two reasons for this: 1) because not only as a human being 

do I suppress the painful and uncomfortable in an effort to 

make it go away, I was also taught within my community (I was 

raised in the ’70s and ’80s—it’s shifted somewhat now) and by 

society at large NOT to make a fuss, speak out, or rock the boat. 

To just “deal with it,” lest more trouble follow (which, sadly, it 

often does); 2) fear of being questioned or dismissed with “Are 

you sure that’s what you heard?” or “Are you sure that’s what 

they meant?” and being angered and upset all over again by 

well-meaning-but-hurtful and essentially unsupportive 

responses. 



White privilege in this situation is being able  

to move into a “nice” neighborhood and  

be accepted not harassed. 

 

So, again, I’m glad you asked, because I really want to answer. 

But as I do, please know a few things first: 1) This is not even 

close to the whole list. I’m cherry-picking because none of us 

have all day; 2) I’ve been really lucky. Most of what I share below 

is mild compared to what others in my family and community 

have endured; 3) I’m going to go in chronological order so you 

might begin to glimpse the tonnage and why what many white 

folks might feel is a “where did all of this come from?” moment 

in society has been festering individually and collectively for the 

LIFETIME of pretty much every black or brown person living in 

America today, regardless of wealth or opportunity; 4) Some of 

what I share covers sexism, too—intersectionality is another 

term I’m sure you’ve heard and want to put quotes around, but 

it’s a real thing too, just like white privilege. But you’ve 

requested a focus on personal experiences with racism, so here 

it goes: 

 

1. When I was 3, my family moved into an upper-middle-class, 

all-white neighborhood. We had a big backyard, so my parents 

built a pool. Not the only pool on the block, but the only one 

neighborhood boys started throwing rocks into. White boys. 

One day my mom ID’d one as the boy from across the street, 

went to his house, told his mother, and, fortunately, his mother 

believed mine. My mom not only got an apology, but also had 

that boy jump in our pool and retrieve every single rock. No 

more rocks after that. Then mom even invited him to come over 

to swim sometime if he asked permission. Everyone became 

friends. This one has a happy ending because my mom was and 

is badass about matters like these, but I hope you can see that 

the white privilege in this situation is being able to move into a 

“nice” neighborhood and be accepted not harassed, made to 

feel unwelcome, or prone to acts of vandalism and hostility. 

 

2. When my older sister was 5, a white boy named Mark called 

her a “nigger” after she beat him in a race at school. She didn’t 

know what it meant, but in her gut she knew it was bad. This 

was the first time I’d seen my father the kind of angry that has 

nowhere to go. I somehow understood it was because not only 

had some boy verbally assaulted his daughter and had gotten 

away with it, it had way too early introduced her (and me) to 

that term and the reality of what it meant—that some white 

people would be cruel and careless with black people’s feelings 

just because of our skin color. Or our achievement. If it’s unclear 

in any way, the point here is if you’ve never had a defining 

moment in your childhood or your life where you realize your 

skin color alone makes other people hate you, you have white 

privilege. 

 

 I remember some white male classmates  

were pissed that a black classmate  

had gotten into UCLA while they didn’t. 

 

3. Sophomore year of high school. I had Mr. Melrose for Algebra 

2. Some time within the first few weeks of class, he points out 

that I’m “the only spook” in the class. This was meant to be 

funny. It wasn’t. So, I doubt it will surprise you I was relieved 

when he took medical leave after suffering a heart attack and 

was replaced by a sub for the rest of the semester. The point 

here is, if you’ve never been ‘the only one’ of your race in a class, 

at a party, on a job, etc. and/or it’s been pointed out in a 

“playful” fashion by the authority figure in said situation, you 

have white privilege. 



4. When we started getting our college acceptances senior year, 

I remember some white male classmates were pissed that a 

black classmate had gotten into UCLA while they didn’t. They 

said that affirmative action had given him “their spot” and it 

wasn’t fair. An actual friend of theirs. Who’d worked his ass off. 

The point here is, if you’ve never been on the receiving end of 

the assumption that when you’ve achieved something it’s only 

because it was taken away from a white person who “deserved 

it,” you have white privilege. 

 

5. When I got accepted to Harvard (as a fellow AP student, you 

were witness to what an academic beast I was in high school, 

yes?), three separate times I encountered white strangers as I 

prepped for my maiden trip to Cambridge that rankle to this 

day. The first was the white doctor giving me a physical at 

Kaiser: 

 

Me: “I need to send an immunization report to my college  

so I can matriculate.” 

Doctor: “Where are you going?” 

Me: “Harvard.” 

Doctor: “You mean the one in Massachusetts?” 

 

The second was in a store, looking for supplies I needed from 

Harvard’s suggested “what to bring with you” list. 

 

Store employee: “Where are you going?” 

Me: “Harvard.” 

Store employee: “You mean the one in Massachusetts?” 

 

The third was at UPS, shipping off boxes of said “what to bring” 

to Harvard. I was in line behind a white boy mailing boxes to 

Princeton and in front of a white woman sending her child’s 

boxes to wherever. 

  

Woman to the boy: “What college are you going to?”  

Boy:  “Princeton.” 

Woman: “Congratulations!” 

Woman to me: “Where are you sending your boxes?”  

Me: “Harvard.” 

Woman: “You mean the one in Massachusetts?” 

 

I think: “No, bitch, the one downtown next to the liquor 

store.”  

But I say, gesturing to my LABELED boxes:  

“Yes, the one in Massachusetts.” 

 

Then she says congratulations, but it’s too fucking late. The 

point here is, if no one has ever questioned your intellectual 

capabilities or attendance at an elite institution based solely on 

your skin color, you have white privilege. 

 

6. In my freshman college tutorial, our small group of 4–5 was 

assigned to read Thoreau, Emerson, Malcolm X, Joseph Conrad, 

Dreiser, etc. When it was the week to discuss The Autobiography 

of Malcolm X, one white boy boldly claimed he couldn’t even 

get through it because he couldn’t relate and didn’t think he 

should be forced to read it. I don’t remember the words I said, 

but I still remember the feeling—I think it’s what doctors refer to 

as chandelier pain—as soon as a sensitive area on a patient is 

touched, they shoot through the roof—that’s what I felt. I know I 

said something like my whole life I’ve had to read “things that 

don’t have anything to do with me or that I relate to” but I find a 

way anyway because that’s what learning is about—trying to 

understand other people’s perspectives. The point here is—the 



canon of literature studied in the United States, as well as the 

majority of television and movies, have focused primarily on the 

works or achievements of white men. So, if you have never 

experienced or considered how damaging it is/was/could be to 

grow up without myriad role models and images in school that 

reflect you in your required reading material or in the 

mainstream media, you have white privilege. 

 

7. All seniors at Harvard are invited to a fancy, seated group 

lunch with our respective dorm masters. (Yes, they were called 

“masters” up until this February, when they changed it to 

“faculty deans,” but that’s just a tasty little side dish to the main 

course of this remembrance). While we were being served by the 

Dunster House cafeteria staff—the black ladies from Haiti and 

Boston who ran the line daily (I still remember Jackie’s kindness 

and warmth to this day)—Master Sally mused out loud how 

proud they must be to be serving the nation’s best and 

brightest. I don’t know if they heard her, but I did, and it made 

me uncomfortable and sick. The point here is, if you’ve never 

been blindsided when you are just trying to enjoy a meal by a 

well-paid faculty member’s patronizing and racist assumptions 

about how grateful black people must feel to be in their 

presence, you have white privilege. 

 

He was getting stopped by cops constantly  

because he was a black man in a luxury car. 

 

8. While I was writing on a television show in my 30s, my new 

white male boss—who had only known me for a few days—had 

unbeknownst to me told another writer on staff he thought I 

was conceited, didn’t know as much I thought I did, and didn’t 

have the talent I thought I had. And what exactly had happened 

in those few days? I disagreed with a pitch where he suggested 

our lead female character carelessly leave a potholder on the 

stove, burning down her apartment. This character being a 

professional caterer. When what he said about me was revealed 

months later (by then he’d come to respect and rely on me), he 

apologized for prejudging me because I was a black woman. I 

told him he was ignorant and clearly had a lot to learn. It was a 

good talk because he was remorseful and open. But the point 

here is, if you’ve never been on the receiving end of a boss’s 

prejudiced, uninformed “how dare she question my ideas” 

badmouthing based on solely on his ego and your race, you 

have white privilege. 

 

9. On my very first date with my now husband, I climbed into his 

car and saw baby wipes on the passenger-side floor. He said he 

didn’t have kids, they were just there to clean up messes in the 

car. I twisted to secure my seatbelt and saw a stuffed animal in 

the rear window. I gave him a look. He said, “I promise, I don’t 

have kids. That’s only there so I don’t get stopped by the police.” 

He then told me that when he drove home from work late at 

night, he was getting stopped by cops constantly because he 

was a black man in a luxury car and they assumed that either it 

was stolen or he was a drug dealer. When he told a cop friend 

about this, Warren was told to put a stuffed animal in the rear 

window because it would change “his profile” to that of a family 

man and he was much less likely to be stopped. The point here 

is, if you’ve never had to mask the fruits of your success with a 

floppy-eared, stuffed bunny rabbit so you won’t get harassed by 

the cops on the way home from your gainful employment (or 

never had a first date start this way), you have white privilege. 

 

10. Six years ago, I started a Facebook page that has grown into 

a website called Good Black News because I was shocked to find 

there were no sites dedicated solely to publishing the positive 



things black people do. (And let me explain here how biased the 

coverage of mainstream media is in case you don’t already have 

a clue—as I curate, I can’t tell you how often I have to swap out 

a story’s photo to make it as positive as the content. Photos 

published of black folks in mainstream media are very often 

sullen- or angry-looking. Even when it’s a positive story! I also 

have to alter headlines constantly to 1) include a person’s name 

and not have it just be “Black Man Wins Settlement” or 

“Carnegie Hall Gets 1st Black Board Member,” or 2) rephrase it 

from a subtle subjugator like “ABC taps Viola Davis as Series 

Lead” to “Viola Davis Lands Lead on ABC Show” as is done for, 

say, Jennifer Aniston or Steven Spielberg. I also receive a fair 

amount of highly offensive racist trolling. I don’t even respond. I 

block and delete ASAP. The point here is, if you’ve never had to 

rewrite stories and headlines or swap photos while being trolled 

by racists when all you’re trying to do on a daily basis is 

promote positivity and share stories of hope and achievement 

and justice, you have white privilege. 

 

 Trust me, nobody is mad at you  

for being white. Nobody. 

 

OK, Jason, there’s more, but I’m exhausted. And my kids need 

dinner. Remembering and reliving many of these moments has 

been a strain and a drain (and, again, this ain’t even the half or 

the worst of it). But I hope my experiences shed some light for 

you on how institutional and personal racism have affected the 

entire life of a friend of yours to whom you’ve only been 

respectful and kind. I hope what I’ve shared makes you realize 

it’s not just strangers, but people you know and care for who 

have suffered and are suffering because we are excluded from 

the privilege you have not to be judged, questioned, or 

assaulted in any way because of your race. 

As to you “being part of the problem,” trust me, nobody is mad 

at you for being white. Nobody. Just like nobody should be mad 

at me for being black. Or female. Or whatever. But what IS being 

asked of you is to acknowledge that white privilege DOES exist 

and not only to treat people of races that differ from yours “with 

respect and humor,” but also to stand up for fair treatment and 

justice, not to let “jokes” or “off-color” comments by friends, co-

workers, or family slide by without challenge, and to continually 

make an effort to put yourself in someone else’s shoes, so we 

may all cherish and respect our unique and special contributions 

to society as much as we do our common ground. 

 

With much love and respect, 

 

Lori 

 

 

 

  



 

 


